


USS Luna NCC 65828 
SD 10203.24


Starring:
Arlene McIntyre as Guard, Chancellor and SM
Gabriel DePaolo as CO Merced 
Anna Marie Novick as CMO Tigs T. Ravenprowler and MO Bells
Bruce Oriani as FCO Monruth Doole
 Jane Rowley as CNS Mikal Luchena 
Carol Ray as CTO Anna Hanover 
Karriaunna Scotti as CSO Harmony Singh 
Mark Burton as CIV Seng Tarn



Guests:
 Eldad BenTovim as CCO D’nor 
 Jim O’Quinn as Aesir

Absent:



Host SM_Arlene says:
The Luna has de docked from the Starbase that is orbiting the planet M'Tlat. The ship is currently at red alert and has an intruder onboard. D'Nor has gotten himself onto the ship and is now currently in Engineering where weapons fire has been detected. Seng is now down in engineering with security teams on the way with Ens. Hanover leading.

Host SM_Arlene says:
Lt. Doole is in charge of the bridge and ship. He is on the bridge along with the Lt. Luchena who is filling in at the operations console. Lt. Doole has just let security teams from the Starbase onto the ship and has brought the ship to red alert.

Host SM_Arlene says:
Ens. Singh has been captured on the planet. Her disguise has been removed and she no longer looks like the natives making it hard for her to blend in. She has been moved from her current location and has now taken up residence at the Chancellor's palace. He seems to have taken an interest in her.

Host SM_Arlene says:
The Captain is still missing. He has been removed from the hospital where he was being held and was a hair’s breath away from becoming a science experiment. He is now with a faction on the planet who opposes the Chancellor.

Host SM_Arlene says:
LtCmdr Ravenprowler is investigating the outbreak of a virus on SB 917 that is suspected to have come from Andoria. She has discovered evidence to the contrary and is continuing her investigation.

Host SM_Arlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Seng says:
::stands aiming disrupter at D'Nor::

CTO_Hanover says:
::heads for ME with a tactical team::

CNS_Luchena says:
::on the bridge scanning the populated areas for human biosigns::

CIV_Seng says:
CCO: Stand right where you are.

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Smiles as he throws the phaser, he turns around and grins:: CIV: Missed me? ::Grins and walks towards him:: Come on.. do it ::Smiles widely::

CSO_Singh says:
@::In the Chancellor’s palace, trying to be as inconspicuous as possible... right...::

CTO_Hanover says:
::runs into ME after dispatching the teams:: CCO: Stand still!

CIV_Seng says:
::steps up to D'Nor hitting him with other fist::

CIV_Seng says:
CTO: Nice to see you Anna.

CNS_Luchena says:
::wonders if the sensors are working.  Checks the results of the last diagnostic::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::sits quietly in the back of a delivery van a half block away from the chancellor's 'palace' watching the display, waiting for a signal::

Host SM_Arlene says:
ACTION:  The overloaded Phaser teeters on the edge of the warp core.  Not quite going in.

CIV_Seng says:
::holsters Disrupter and picks D'Nor up by the collar of the shirt::

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Curses as he gets hits, he frown and takes one step back:: CIV: Now, now, is that anyway of treating an Starfleet Officer? ::Glances back at the CTO:: CTO: Greetings, your CIV slave just showed me a proper Klingon greeting ::Grins::

CIV_Seng says:
CCO: That is to mean what to me?

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  I've located human biosigns on the planet.  It's a male.  It must be Captain Merced.

CSO_Singh says:
@::As things become very quiet, she stands and begins to search the area for a way out, wondering at the same time, why one would keep the basement so nice?  But at the moment, she is not going to complain to hard.::

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Glances back at the CIV, he shakes his head smiles sweetly:: CIV: Nothing at all little Ferengi ::Turns around, he smiles and turns back quickly. He runs towards the CIV and jumps on him::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::smiles briefly as the signals comes, and nods to his team.  Quickly running his hands over his equipment making sure it is all in place, and then exits the van making for the blind alley behind the palace, his team following quickly::

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  He's on the move.

CIV_Seng says:
CTO: What should I do with him? ::glares at D'Nor::

CIV_Seng says:
::punches D'Nor again::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Looks up at the only exit::  Why do these people like trap doors?  ::Looks around for something to open it::

CNS_Luchena says:
::tries to establish a transporter lock on the CO just in case::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::moving against the wall, he moves to the grate in the ground at the end of the alley, and waves his palm over it, taking a quick reading to make sure the alarm on it is off.  Smiling with grim satisfaction, he reaches down and pulls the grate open, letting his team pass through the opening before following them::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Seeing nothing specific, she pulls the couch over to the opening, then begins to pile on chairs and books and anything else stable enough to climb upon.::

Host SM_Arlene says:
ACTION:  The Captain's Team has entered the compound.

Host SM_Arlene says:
ACTION:  The overloaded phaser begins emitting a high level piercing sound.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::moves through the low water, trying not to focus on what may be in it creating that rather 'unique' smell, but keeping his mind on the path, turning the corners at the junctions as it had been laid out on the map::

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Shifts back as he notices the punch coming, he evades it and returns with a kick to his unprotected legs. He makes a move towards his phaser::

CIV_Seng says:
::drags D'Nor to the TL::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Placing the last item up, she steps back to catch her breath and to observe her teetering handiwork::

CSO_Singh says:
@Not good... ::Does one more check, but doesn't see anything else she can use::

CIV_Seng says:
Computer: Deck 1.

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Sighs:: CIV: You know, you have a lot to learn about welcoming guests ::Laughs at his own joke::

MO_Bells says:
:: enters the bridge and marches over to the huge FCO to report in ::

CIV_Seng says:
CCO: Your lucky this isn't a Klingon ship I would have already killed you.

FCO_Doole says:
*CTO*: Do you have D'Nor is custody?

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  I have a transporter lock on Captain Merced.

CTO_Hanover says:
CCO: You a guest? Now that is funny!

CSO_Singh says:
@::Saying a prayer to Buddha, climbs on the couch and begins to climb::

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  Maybe not....

CTO_Hanover says:
*FCO*: Aye sir. We are on our way to the bridge.

MO_Bells says:
FCO: MO Bells reporting, Sir.

FCO_Doole says:
CNS: Can you get a better reading on the biosigns on the planet?

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  A better reading in what way?

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  Got him back.

FCO_Doole says:
MO: Welcome aboard.

CIV_Seng says:
::exits the TL dragging D'Nor throws him in front of the FCO:: FCO: You wanted to talk to this one. ::doesn't hide the disgust in voice::

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  His biosigns are strong. He doesn't appear to be injured or anything.

FCO_Doole says:
CNS: Can you identify the biosigns. Is it the CO?

CTO_Hanover says:
::exits off the TL behind the others::

FCO_Doole says:
::stands to full 9 1/2 ft in height::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Calling upon her martial arts training, slowly works her way up the slowly teetering tower.::

CCO_D`Nor says:
CTO: You know, if I was really evil I would report this brutality to Star-- ::flies forward, he lands below the FCO. Curing he glances up and frowns::

Host SM_Arlene says:
ACTION:  Since nobody picked up the phaser, it explodes.

FCO_Doole says:
CIV: Stand down and let go of him. He isn't going anywhere.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::the 'pager' on his belt goes off, and checking the code he nods, and pulling the staff from his pack, he motions for one of his team to open the grate::

CCO_D`Nor says:
FCO: Did you know how much I hate Klingons?

CNS_Luchena says:
FCO:  Internal sensors indicate an explosion in Main Engineering.

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Grins widely at the CNS comment:: FCO: Oops.

Host SM_Arlene says:
ACTION:  Fire suppression system comes on line in Engineering.  People screaming.  
People running on fire.

FCO_Doole says:
::catches D'Nor:: D'Nor: Probably not even close to as much as he hates you.

CNS_Luchena says:
::dispatches a repair crew to Engineering::

Host CO_Merced says:
::is the first through the grate this time, standing guard while the others climb through::

CNS_Luchena says:
*Sickbay*:  Injuries reported in Main Engineering.

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: Where is my missing crew?

CSO_Singh says:
@::Reaching the top of the pile, slowly stands, extending her arms high above her head::

MO_Bells says:
:: glances at the FCO ::

CCO_D`Nor says:
FCO: I'll tell you if that ::Glances back at the CIV:: Will apologize to me. ::Smiles and nods::

CNS_Luchena says:
<a bunch of medics and firefighter types>::run to ME and deal with the aftermath::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::the pager on his belt vibrates again, and he checks the code, nodding to his team, they exit running the short distance to the stairs leading down to the sublevels::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Feeling and hearing nothing, she slowly pushes aside the trap door::

CNS_Luchena says:
::idly wonders if the warp core was damaged and sincerely hopes not::

MO_Bells says:
FCO : Aye Sir, I have sickbay  Sir, CMO is not aboard.

MO_Bells says:
:: Scurries off the bridge and heads for ME::

CNS_Luchena says:
::checks to see if that transporter lock on the CO is still functioning::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: The "that" you refer to will be dealt with accordingly. CIV: Apologize.

CSO_Singh says:
@::Even with the nominal force she used, the tower begins to sway dangerously.  With a quick jump to the small opening she has created, the tower falls to the floor with a crash.::

CTO_Hanover says:
::goes over to tactical to monitor the situation in ME::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::<insert nice fight scene where he and his team triumph over the palace guard without killing anyone but while rendering them unconscious so the team can move on unimpeded>::

CNS_Luchena says:
CTO:  We've located the Captain.

MO_Bells says:
:: exits the TL at ME and grabs a med kit ::

CTO_Hanover says:
::nods:: CNS: What about Harmony? Have you found her yet? ::crosses fingers hoping so::

CIV_Seng says:
FCO: Not in this time the man insulted my honor what I did was in accordance to the ways and beliefs of my people.

FCO_Doole says:
D"Nor: You will come with me. CTO: Anna you're with me. :: takes D'Nor to Captain's Ready Room::

CNS_Luchena says:
CTO:  No.  I'm only picking up a male human.

FCO_Doole says:
CIV: I said apologize. Your honor will have to wait for the moment.

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Sighs, he shakes his head and grins at the CIV::

CSO_Singh says:
@::With a gasp, begins to pull herself up and through the opening, continuing her prayers to Buddha that there be no one here and no one heard that crash.::

CTO_Hanover says:
::nods:: CNS: Please see if you can find her. ::follows the FCO::

CNS_Luchena says:
::internal sensors start beeping away so he checks them::  FCO:  Ummm... the warp core has been destroyed by the blast.

CIV_Seng says:
FCO: I think not.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::moves toward sublevel six where the 'aliens' are supposed to be held::

MO_Bells says:
:: begins to triage casualties, asking for site to site transport of the most grievously injured::

FCO_Doole says:
CIV: Then you are relieved of duty and confined to quarters until I can deal with you.

CIV_Seng says:
FCO: Duty?

CNS_Luchena says:
::runs more scans for humans, focusing on female biosigns trying to locate the CSO::

CSO_Singh says:
@::With arms feeling like rubber, pulls herself fully onto the floor::

FCO_Doole says:
FCO: Get off my bridge. Security: Escort Seng to his quarters.

FCO_Doole says:
D"Nor: You will come with me. CTO: Anna you're with me. :: takes D'Nor to Captain's Ready Room::

CTO_Hanover says:
::follows the FCO::

CIV_Seng says:
::glares at the FCO then enters the TL:: Self: Petak is going to get us all killed.

FCO_Doole says:
CNS: You have the bridge.

MO_Bells says:
:: black tags 14 bodies, logs 20 for site ot site, and begins to assign teams to clean up the minor 
injuries::

CNS_Luchena says:
::nods and sincerely hopes no major decisions become necessary::

FCO_Doole says:
::enters Captain's ready room with D'Nor ahead of him::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::getting to sublevel six, they quickly reconnoiter to the level, ignoring the defunct security cameras confident in the abilities of their inside operative::

CIV_Seng says:
::exits the TL walking to quarters enters:: Computer: Lights on.

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Waves at the CIV as he leaves, he glances up at the FCO and grins:: FCO: You're most kind ::Enters the Ready Room::

CNS_Luchena says:
::finally locates the CSO::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: Have a seat.

CTO_Hanover says:
CCO: Why don't you just shut up.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::knocks on the door of the cell::

CSO_Singh says:
::Slowly stands up and moves off toward a wall.::

MO_Bells says:
:: Trauma teams 1 and 2 split the serious cases and begin to stabilize the injured.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::attempts to get a transporter lock on the CSO::

CIV_Seng says:
::grabs bag out of closet and start throwing items in it:: Self: I am going back to the QI'tu' one way or the other.

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Nods at the FCO, he sits down and glances back at the CTO:: CTO: But I thought you people wanted me to talk? ::Grins::

Host SM_Arlene says:
@::Walking down the hallway.::
.
FCO_Doole says:
CTO: Anna, sit down. ::sits down himself::

FCO_Doole says:
::looks at D'Nor:: D'Nor: Where are my crew?

CTO_Hanover says:
CCO: You think you are so smart D'nor. ::shakes head:: Why am I even trying to talk to you. ::looks over:: FCO: If it's all the same to you I will remain standing  Sir.

CIV_Seng says:
::picks case up out of the closet sets it on the table and opens it::

Host Chancellor1 says:
@::Spots one of the aliens trying to look like she is sneaking around.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::seems to be having some difficulty with this one::

CNS_Luchena says:
::tries once more to get a transporter lock on the CSO::

CCO_D`Nor says:
FCO: First things first, a deal is in order. ::Glances around::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::knocks again::

Host Chancellor1 says:
ACTION:  Guards follow the Chancellor.

CSO_Singh says:
@::Controlling her breathing, she looks around the large opulent room.  Geesh... someone does not believe in half measures.  Then her eyes land on one of the cow people and freezes::

CTO_Hanover says:
::smirks:: CCO: I'll give you a deal...you talk or you die.

CIV_Seng says:
::pulls bet'leth off the wall placing it in the case::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: A Deal? I'm listening.

Host Chancellor1 says:
@CSO:  Hello my dear.... Going some where ?

FCO_Doole says:
CTO: That's enough, Anna

MO_Bells says:
:: closes a laceration with a dermal regenerator and moves on to the next case::

CCO_D`Nor says:
CTO: Die? Go ahead, You will not touch me until I'll tell you where your crew is ::Grins and looks back at the FCO:: FCO: I go, you get to know where your crew is. I want a shuttle, once I'll get far enough from here I'll give you the location of the crew.

CTO_Hanover says:
::looks at the FCO and stands back against the wall:: FCO: Aye, Sir.

CSO_Singh says:
@Chancellor:  I had thought of going home.

CTO_Hanover says:
::blurts out:: FCO: No way!

Host CO_Merced says:
@::waves his palm over the door, and grumbles::

CNS_Luchena says:
::gets the lock but sensors indicate several others in the immediate vicinity::

CNS_Luchena says:
::so he hesitates::

FCO_Doole says:
::shoots a look at CTO:: D'Nor: Why should I let you go? What have you done to earn it?

MO_Bells says:
:: splints a broken arm and assigns a crewman to escort the patient to Sickbay::

CCO_D`Nor says:
FCO: This is not about what I've done, this is about what you need. ::Smiles and leans back in his chair:
:
CTO_Hanover says:
::shakes head:: Self: Anna you and your mouth.

CNS_Luchena says:
::then decides what the heck and initiates transport of the CSO::

Host Chancellor1 says:
@CSO:  I'm sorry my dear.  I can't allow that.  You see your my next exhibit.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::whispers to his team that they are not here, and that they may need to search the palace.  His team exchanges some glances, then nod, and they split into two per team and move back up the levels, searching quietly and carefully::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Swallows hard::  Chancellor:  Exhibit?

CNS_Luchena says:
::for some strange reason the transport didn't work so tries again::

Host Chancellor1 says:
@CSO:  Yes Exhibit.  You see you are the one who is going to ensure me total dominance over this planet.

MO_Bells says:
*FCO*: Sir, I have a report of 14 DOA and 20 seriously injured here, we are still triaging the minors.

Host Aesir says:
ACTION  Throughout the ship the Lights fail  and the emergency lighting kicks in,. The Computers begin speaking of a warp core explosion in  5 minutes.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::comes upon the Chancellor speaking with a native, surrounded by guards::

Host Chancellor1 says:
ACTION:  All of a sudden the image of the Chancellor changes....  Romulan.

CSO_Singh says:
@::Frowns in confusion::  Chancellor:  How can one alien bring you dominance?

CNS_Luchena says:
::can't figure out what's wrong with this darn transporter::

MO_Bells says:
:: hears a warp core warning ::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: Let me get this straight. You sabotage a covert mission. Kidnap and injure my crew, overload a phaser in Main Engineering, which explodes, taking live and injuring more people, not to mention destroying my Warp Core, and I'm supposed to just let you go.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::flattens against a wall, and quickly waves his palm in the direction of the Chancellor::

MO_Bells says:
:: Moves to the main display panel ::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: I have a deal for you.

CNS_Luchena says:
*FCO*  Ummm... sir... we have a warp core breach in progress.

CCO_D`Nor says:
FCO: Yes?

CTO_Hanover says:
::stands up:: FCO: Sir, I need to get to the bridge.

FCO_Doole says:
You tell me where my people are, and I will guarantee a  you a fair trial

Host CO_Merced says:
@::grins, and then signals to his partner to draw his team to this point::

FCO_Doole says:
CNS: Eject the core.

MO_Bells says:
:: bypasses the blown out EPS conduits and tries to shut down the warp core ::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Her eyes widen as she takes in the being before her ::

FCO_Doole says:
CTO: Go ahead.

CNS_Luchena says:
*ME*:  Dump the core if you can't stop the breach.

CTO_Hanover says:
::runs out for the bridge:: CNS: What is happening and are we far enough away to dump the core?

CCO_D`Nor says:
::Shakes his head and smiles:: FCO: My freedom or nothing.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::the native rebel nods indicating they are in place and ready, and then David signals to attack on three::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::one::

CNS_Luchena says:
::thinks about trying to transport the CSO yet again, but figures she's probably safer where she is at the moment::

MO_Bells says:
*BRIDGE*: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::two::

CSO_Singh says:
@Counselor:  You are the one who has been doing all the radical governmental changes?  But why?
Host CO_Merced says:
@::three::

MO_Bells says:
:: jumps over the rail and accesses the manual ejection actuator and begins to program the core for ejection ::

Host Chancellor1 says:
@CSO:  It suits our purposes...  Haven't you seen the position of this planet.

CSO_Singh says:
@Chancellor:  Actually... no.

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: I can't just let you go. I can guarantee you a fair trial.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::swings around the corner, ignoring the guards, letting his team deal with them, moving straight for the Romulan, pressing the stud in this steel-shod staff, turning it into a large stun rod, thrusting the end at the Romulan's back::

MO_Bells says:
*Bridge*: Helm be ready to move us away Core ejection in 1 minute.

Host Chancellor1 says:
@::Smiles:: CSO:  Ahhh well let’s just say..........::Screams as the rod goes into her back.::

CNS_Luchena says:
CTO:  I have no idea what is happening actually.  ::slaves flight control to his station and engages impulse engines::

CCO_D`Nor says:
FCO: I will get that anyway, that's what so good about Starfleet ::Grins and shakes his head:: Come on, I know you can do better then that.

CNS_Luchena says:
*MO*:  Acknowledged.

CSO_Singh says:
@::IS suddenly lost in the commotion going on, wondering what now.::

CTO_Hanover says:
::brings up sensors:: CNS: This is just great...and I am going to have a long talk with my tactical team. ::shakes head:: Well let's see what we can do here.

CSO_Singh says:
@::Moves out of the way as two fighters move towards her.::

CNS_Luchena says:
CTO:  I found the CSO but for some strange reason the transporter wouldn't work.

MO_Bells says:
:: orders all casualties removed from engineering post haste ::

CIV_Seng says:
::sits on the couch thinking about how to get a hold of To'Mach::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::spins the staff into the head of one of the guards that had turned toward him, dodging the swing of another::

CTO_Hanover says:
CNS: Right now she might be safer where she is.

CNS_Luchena says:
CTO:  That's what I figured too.  ::grins::

MO_Bells says:
:: presses the button for warp core manual ejection ::

CTO_Hanover says:
::smiles:: CNS: Well great minds and all that. Now let's see what happens when the core ejects. I just hope it does.

CIV_Seng says:
Self: I can't believe that man wanted me to go against the beliefs of my people.

CSO_Singh says:
@::Decides this might be a good time to get out and starts to head to the door.::

Host Chancellor1 says:
@::Gets up onto her knees then finally her feet.  Grabs the CSO.::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: Why is your freedom so important? Is there someone else who wants to get their hands on you?

Host CO_Merced says:
@::swings at the chancellor's head with he non-charged end of the staff::

CSO_Singh says:
@eeepp..

CCO_D`Nor says:
FCO: Hrm, because I don't want to end up in a brig?

Host Chancellor1 says:
@::feels something hit her in the side of the head.::

Host Chancellor1 says:
ACTION:  Warp core is ejected.

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: I sense that there is more than just not wanting to end up in a brig.

CSO_Singh says:
@::As she finds herself free again, quickly heads for the door way::

MO_Bells says:
*BRIDGE*: Warp core is ejected, helm, get us out of here.

CTO_Hanover says:
::watches as the core ejection process proceeds::

CNS_Luchena says:
::engages impulse engines and moves them away from the core.

MO_Bells says:
:: hops back over the rail and helps get the injured out of engineering ::

Host Aesir says:
ACTION  The Computer  indicates the warp explosion has been stopped. But the ship is  switching over to  the impulse reactors for a few moments. The now indicate the Core has been ejected and the Matter and anti matter flow has been shut off

CTO_Hanover says:
CNS: I would suggest we hang on tight...it could get rough.

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: Remember, I am a full Betazoid. I can read your thoughts if I had to. I'd rather hear them from you.

CSO_Singh says:
@::Slips around the door, her heart beating a meter a second.::

Host CO_Merced says:
@:quickly moves to bind the chancellor, looking over his should to see his team just finishing up the palace guards::

Host Chancellor1 says:
@CO:  Let me go!!!

CCO_D`Nor says:
      FCO: Why are you stalling for time? ::Raises an eyebrow at his last comment:: First, Starfleet rules      forbids you from doing that. Second, I've been trained to block mind reads ::Pauses:: And you don't seem like the type to break the rules. ::Smirks::

MO_Bells says:
:: gets the last of the people out of engineering and closes the door behind her, sealing it with the hand actuator.::

CSO_Singh says:
@::Looking from side to side, has no idea which way to go.  Looks carefully into the room behind her to see the Romulan bound::

CTO_Hanover says:
::hangs on prepared for the worst::

MO_Bells says:
*BRIDGE* ME is now evacuated suggest you move controls to the bridge ::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::ignores the Chancellor, except to gag her as they begin making their way out of the palace::

CNS_Luchena says:
*MO* Acknowledged.  CTO:  Can you slave engineering control to your console?

CTO_Hanover says:
CNS: Do you have them or shall I?

CSO_Singh says:
@::Frowns at the center person holding the Romulan, something not quite right about him.::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: You're right. I don't break the rules.

CTO_Hanover says:
::smiles:: CNS: Never mind...I have them. :;slaves engineering controls::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: Follow me.

CNS_Luchena says:
::wonders how long until that thing explodes and hopes that get far enough away::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::is once again in the van, this time with the 'Chancellor'::

FCO_Doole says:
D'Nor: er...rather let's go for a walk.

CSO_Singh says:
@::Watches as the group leaves::

CCO_D`Nor says:
FCO: Oh come on, that's the problem of this crew. You all underestimate me ::Shakes his head::
Host CO_Merced says:
@::pops up in front of the CSO::  CSO: Coming?

Host Chancellor1 says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

.


